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ABSTRACT 

The main challenge of actual research is the effective methods for energy storage. One of the best methods to store heat 

energy from the sun is by making use of phase change material (PCMs), due to a huge ton of captured latent heat and 

isothermal kind of PCM during heat expansion and dismissal during phase change. In this paper, we propose to 

investigate the use of PCM technologies for solar energy stora ge. A comprehensive review of the PCMs and the main 

criteria that govern their selection is presented; and numerous types of PCM materials, their properties and applications 

in solar energy systems have been reviewed. The results of this survey identify gaps in existing research on latent 

storage in solar water heaters. The main objective of this work is to offer a perspective on the design of a new type of 

solar water heaters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world, environmental concerns and energy crisis figured as urgent problems for modern societies, especially 

where the most essential requirement to sustain life and progress for the human being is energy, which is experiencing a 

remarkable increase and this will influence the need of future generations, and current primary resources will not be 

able to meet the demand thereafter. By 2050, global energy demand will notice a variation of 20 to 30 Gtep as it is 

currently growing steadily [1]. The reduction in energy expenditure is rooted in the very high costs associated with 

energy consumption but also in its long-term environmental benefits (greenhouse gas emissions, depletion of natural 

resources). Renewable energies are a promising issue that can be deployed in this situation, and it is a promising 

solution to replace the depletion of resources. From among various renewable energy sources, solar energy is available 

in abundant and freely. The solar energy harvesting can be done by different energy conversion systems. Mainly, it can 

be utilized for generating electricity directly and for heating fluids for various applications [2-4]. The solar thermal 

radiations are converted to thermal energy by an absorber surface and passed to the air flowing beside it in a solar air 

collector. Even though the costs of solar panels for electricity production have reduced, technology gaps still exist 

including low conversion efficiencies less than 50% and high cost of storage technologies. The production and 

consumption can be control by storing the excess energy for a short and long time, nowadays the storing cost of 

electrical energy is more than the cost of thermal energy the extra thermal energy couldn’t be transmitted to the energy 

grid but extra electrical energy can be transmitted through a grid connection.  The main difficulty with the utilization of 

solar energy is its limited and periodic availability. This problem can be solved by the utilization of the thermal storage 

systems. Thermal energy can either be stored in latent or sensible form. Amongst them the latent heat storage provides 

numerous benefits over sensible heat storage like less volume requirement, high energy storage capacity, isothermal 

operation. The phase change materials (PCMs) are generally utilized in latent heat thermal energy storage systems. The 

PCM materials store a great amount of energy at mostly constant temperature by undergoing phase transition and during 

the reverse phase transition, the stored energy is then released. 

STORAGE OF THERMAL ENERGY 

Storing thermal energy has many advantages. To be able to overcome the mismatch between the availability of energy 

and demand any material stores thermal energy by increasing the surrounding temperature. Currently, we can identify 

three types of thermal energy storage: 
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Sensitive heat storage 

Sensitive heat storage consists of raising the temperature of the storage material, keeping it at this temperature (while 

minimizing losses) and then recovering the heat by simple heat transfer. In sensible heat storage, the material gives up 

or stores energy in a temperature range, excluding the change of state. It is the simplest and most common storage. This 

non-isothermal storage accumulates an amount of heat proportional to its mass and its heat capacity, as presented in 

equation (1) [5]: 

                          (1) 

The most common example of this storage type is domestic hot water storage in a cylinder. The sensitive storage 

material is characterized by its density ρ and its specific thermal capacity Cp. The main characteristics of these 

materials are listed in Table I. [5]. 

Table 1. Characteristics of some heat sensitive storage materials [5] 

Materials Water Concrete Compact rock Soil with gravel Clay 

Thermal capacity (J.K-1.kg-1) 4171 1130 800 1840 880 

Density (kg.m-3) 988 2400 2600 2000 1500 

Volume storage density (kWh.K-1.m-3) 0.75 0.58 1.02 0.36 - 

Thermal conductivity (W.m-1.K1) 0.64 2.3 2.5 0.52 1.28 

Temperature range (°C) 0-100 0-130 Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 

Latent heat storage 

By definition, latent heat is the energy associated with a change of state. Most latent heat storage systems are solids, so 

thermal energy is stored as latent heat form. The materials used are known as Phase Change Materials (PCM). 

The mass energy stored by the material corresponds to the mass enthalpy of state change, according to expression (2): 

[5]: 

                                             (2) 

Where 

m is the mass of material (kg) 

     is latent heat in kJ/kg 

Note S=solid, L=liquid, g=gas. 

Figure 1 presents the energy stored in a latent storage system in comparison with a sensitive storage system. [3]. 

 

Figure 1. The comparison of the stored energy in latent and sensitive storage systems [6] 
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Table 2. Parameters of materials 

Materials 
Density 

kg.m-3 

Thermal 

conductivity 

W.m- 

1.K-1 

Heat 

capacity J / 

kg.K 

Latent heat 

J/kg 

Mass to store 

1 GJ ton 

Relative 

storage 

masse 

Metal (copper) 8940 400 385 205 000 
173 (ΔT = 

15K) 
40 

Rock 2240 1, 5 1000 - 
67 (ΔT = 

15K) 
15 

Water 1000 0, 6 4200 330 000 
16 (ΔT = 

15K) 
4 

Organics PCM 

2 
800 1 2000 190 000 5, 3 1, 25 

Paraffin 900 0, 2 2000 170 000 5 1, 15 

Inorganic 

PCM2 
1600 2 2000 230 000 4, 35 1 

Thermochemical storage 

The third mode of thermal storage, known as thermo chemical storage, is the use of endothermic energy from reversible 

chemical reactions. The heat of reaction that is stored is often associated with the dissociation of chemical reactants into 

two components. All or part of this heat can be recovered later during the synthesis reaction, the equilibrium equation of 

the reaction is given in expression (3) [5]. 

A+HrB +C (3) 

A: Solid or liquid reagent 

Hr: reaction heat in J/mol Reaction heat in J / mol 

B and C: Products in gas, liquid or solid form 

SOLAR HOT WATER SYSTEMS: SOLAR COLLECTORS 

Solar water heater 

The individual solar water heater is a sturdy and reliable piece of equipment, designed and manufactured to make the 

most of even the slightest ray of sunlight. A CES can cover 50 to 70% of a family's annual domestic hot water demand 

(and up to 99% in the summer). It provides a range of functions: 

 The capture of solar energy and conversion of the radiation into heat by the solar thermal collectors; 

 Heat transfer from collectors to domestic hot water through a closed-loop with natural or forced circulation; 

 Storage of energy in the solar storage tank; 

 Distribution of hot water to the make-up system and the tapping points. 

The SWH must be protected from the risks of freezing and deterioration by overheating; its various components must 

be optimised to limit the losses of captured energy and the consumption of auxiliary energy. 

The solar collector is a significant component of most solar equipment. It is a device that absorbs incident solar 

radiation, converts it into heat which will be transferred to the water flowing through the collector. The main types of 

solar collectors: 

 Flat plate solar collectors;  

 Vacuum tube collectors;  

 Concentrating solar collectors. 
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Flat plate solar collector 

Unglazed flat plate solar collector 

It is the simplest model, the most economical but the least efficient. It generally consists of simple metal or plastic plate 

(absorber) on which several tubes carrying the heat transfer fluid are glued. 

Flat glass solar collector 

The flat plate glass collector is the most widespread and suitable for domestic hot water and heating needs in buildings. 

Its operating temperatures correspond to the domestic hot water (DHW) and space heating temperatures (up to 80°C). A 

flat plate glass collector consists on: 

 A casing 

 Insulation to limit thermal leakage on the underside and the edges of the building. 

 A reflective film 

 A bundle of cylindrical tubes 

 From an absorber placed inside the trunk 

 Fixed glazing on the casing 

The main elements of the collector are the absorber and its support. The role of the absorber is to capture as much 

radiation as possible and re-emit as little as possible. These types of surfaces that absorb as much and re-emit as little as 

possible have been called "selective" surfaces, so the absorber has two functions: 

 Absorb as much of the sun's radiation as possible. 

 Transmit the heat produced to the heat transfer fluid with a minimum of losses. 

Absorbers must be designed to maintain their characteristics over time. Physical (surface treatment, expansion,), 

thermal (conductivity, absorptive bonding,), and hydraulics (pressure losses, fouling, bleeding,) mustn’t contain any 

leaks. All parts which may present a risk of leakage must be accessible. They must, as well as all the elements of the 

circuit, be resistant to the antifreeze fluid used in the circuit. They must be resistant to oxidation due to air, UV rays and 

the temperatures likely to be reached in the sensor. The absorber of the selective type shall have the following optical 

characteristics [7]. Absorbers are generally made of thin metal sheets with good thermal conductivity and mechanical 

strength. Most of the time, the absorbers are made with a 0.2 mm copper support and are covered by a surface 

treatment. Much progress has been made in this area. 

Absorbers are characterized by: 

 Absorption of solar radiation: α> 0.9 

 Emissivity in long wavelengths: < 0.15 

The glass panels of the solar collectors are exclusively made of tempered glass and must be easy to change in case of 

breakage without the use of specific tools. 

Also, it should be as light as possible to limit the inertia of setting and should be constructed with a good conductive 

material. 

The absorber is characterized by its absorption coefficient and its emission coefficient. 

Tube solar collectors. 

Tube collector with vacuum absorber. 

In this case, the absorber is inserted into a glass tube under vacuum. The individual tubes reach the top of the tube in a 

collector which brings them together. Each one is evacuated, using the same method used for the cathode ray tubes of 

televisions, ensuring a very low vacuum level. 

Direct flow vacuum tubes 

This technique was developed about 30 years ago to improve the performance of a flat panel sensor. Indeed, the design 

of the absorber and the heat transfer fluid circulation pipes are like a flat plate collector. However, the assembly is 

narrow enough to fit inside a glass tube. The air inside is evacuated to create a vacuum, and the tube is sealed. 
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In this type of collector, the heat transfer fluid passes directly through the absorber into the evacuated tubes. The 

individual tubes reach their tops in a collector. 

Special sensors 

Cylindrical-parabolic reflector sensor 

This sensor consists of a series of long cylindrical parabolic reflectors. The parabola concentrates the light on a receiver 

tube located along the focal line of the sensor. Receiver temperatures can reach 400 °C. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a parabolic cylindrical concentrator [8]. 

Parabolic reflector sensor 

A parabolic reflector sensor uses parabolic mirrors to focus sunlight on a receiver located at the focus of the receiver. 

The receiver contains a fluid that can have a temperature of 750 to 1,000°C. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a parabolic cylindrical concentrator [8]. 

Auto skewing sensor 

The principle of the Solar Sensor and Storage Integration System (CSIS) is to position the storage behind the sensor [9]. 

This domestic hot water (DHW) production system must maximize the heat transfer between the absorber and the 

storage (load period), while reducing the heat losses from the storage, especially during colder night periods. The 

solution of having direct contact between the absorber surface and the storage is not satisfactory in terms of energy 

performance due to the high heat losses. The shape of the tank is the parameter that imposes the most constraints on the 

CSIS. We have thus identified three types of tank: rectangular, cylindrical and tubular. 

We will show the particularities of different CSIS systems, specifying the advantages and disadvantages of these 

different technologies. 

 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a tank CSIS: a) rectangular; b) cylindrical [8]. 
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Thermosiphon sensor 

In this type of system, the storage tank is located high above the collector; the water will be able to circulate naturally 

by a "thermo siphon" effect which is based on the principle that the heated water will become lighter than cold water 

and will quickly rise in the tank. The cold water, on the other hand, becomes heavier and goes down into the solar 

collector which can, therefore, be flat or evacuated tube collectors. 

PHASE CHANGE MATERIALS 

PCMs can store a lot of energy. The high storage potential of PCMs is activated when their phase is changed. In other 

words, if these materials do not undergo a phase change, they do not have a particular ability to store relative energy to 

the rest of the materials. Unfortunately, the thermal conductivity of PCMs is very low and comparable to that of the best 

insulators in this respect. Low thermal conductivity reduces the rate of energy storage, i.e. energy is stored or released at 

a lower rate. PCMs can be classified into three categories: metals, organic materials and inorganic materials. PCMs can 

also be classified according to the working temperature range. This criterion is fundamental for any application and 

helps to limit the preliminary study of the PCMs choice for a given use. 

Classification of PCMs 

In 1983, Abhat [10] gave a general classification of materials, which has since been used by the scientific community of 

latent storage. This classification is illustrated in Figure 5. 

PCMs can be classified into three categories: 

 Organic compounds: paraffin (CnH2n+2), non-paraffinic bodies. 

 Inorganic compounds: salt hydrates, salts and metals. 

 Eutectics of inorganic and/or organic bodies. 

The different subgroups of PCMs have very different thermal and chemical properties that significantly affect the 

design of the thermal storage system for a given application. 

 

Figure 5. Classification of PCMs proposed by Abhat [10]. 

Organic PCM 

Several organic PCMs have been discovered and classified in recent years; 500 engineered organic PCMs have been 

listed, which are significant for efficient thermal design in storage devices. Paraffin waxes, polyethylene glycol, fatty 

acids and their derivatives are the main types of organic PCMs. They undergo a solid-liquid phase transition during 

heating and reverse during cooling. Poly alcohols and polyethylene are the other classes of organic PCMs, which 

exhibit solid-solid phase transformation at a fixed temperature by absorbing/releasing vast amounts of latent heat. 

Organic phase change materials are paraffin and non-paraffin. The latter includes fatty acids, esters, alcohols, glycols, 

etc. Organic PCMs have many advantages, including a wide temperature range, chemically stable, non-corrosive, non-

toxic, little sub cooling, no segregation, high latent melting temperature and high nucleation rate. Despite several 

advantages of organic PCMs, their low thermal conductivity leading to reduced charge/discharge rate, a super cooling 

effect in solidification cycles and container leakage are the main shortcomings to be overcome. The melting points of 

these PCMs cover a comparatively small temperature range (5 to 150 °C), sufficient for storage applications. Similarly, 

these organic materials can be modified in their melting point by mixing them. Generally, their density is less than 1 g / 

cm3 [11]. 
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Paraffins 

Paraffin is a family of saturated hydrocarbons whose carbon chain is of the CnH2n+2 form. Above C15H32, they are 

solid in the way of waxes. Globally, the longer the carbon chain, the higher the melting temperature and the greater the 

latent heat. Most commercial paraffin is obtained by petroleum-based distillation and is not pure, but mixtures of 

several hydrocarbons. Table III shows the properties of standard refined paraffin [9]. 

Table 3. Melting points and latent heat for some pure paraffin, wax solids [12] 

 Meeting point (°C) Density (kg/m
3
) Latent heat (J/g) 

C16H34 18,2 774 238 

C17H34 22 778 215 

C18H34 28,2 814S-775L 245 

C19H34 31,9 912S-769L 222 

C20H34 37 N.A. 247 

C21H34 41 N.A. 215 

C22H34 44 N.A. 249 

With: L: Liquid; S: Solid; n.a.: not available. 

Paraffin is very chemically stable; they do not tend to segregate the phases and therefore allow a large number of 

consecutive melting/solidification cycles. Their latent heat of melting/solidification is high. There is almost no super 

cooled with, and nucleating agents are not necessary. Moreover, they are not toxic and 100% recyclable. 

On the other hand, commercial paraffin is of petroleum origin; and have a fact that the thermal conductivity in the solid-

state is quite low. The volume occupied by the paraffin can vary significantly with the change of state. Contrary to 

hydrated salts, the phase transition temperature range is fairly spread out over several degrees; the peak is broader and 

lower. Finally, paraffin is flammable so they must be conditioned accordingly for use in buildings. 

In general, the longer the average length of the hydrocarbon chain, the higher the melting temperature and latent heat 

[13]. Using this relationship, mixtures of different paraffins can be made to devise the appropriate PCM for each case 

[14]. Waxes do not show a tendency to phase segregation during their transition and are chemically stable. Indeed, 

Hadjieva et al. [15] were able to test the robustness of three paraffin samples over 900 operating cycles. A. Sharma et al. 

[16] even claim that the properties of paraffin remain stable after 1500 cycles. Another advantage of paraffin is the low 

saturation vapor pressure which limits the risk of vaporization. Also, some are considered to be non-toxic, ecologically 

harmless and compatible with metal tanks as they cause little or no corrosion. Finally, they are produced in large 

quantities by the chemical process industry and are, therefore, readily available and inexpensive [17]. 

However, their thermal conductivity remains very low (≈ 0.25 W/m.K), and they have a fairly high volume expansion 

(≈ 15%) [18] and a low density. (≈ 800 kg/m3 [14]). Also, precautions should be taken when using plastic tanks, as 

paraffin tend to infiltrate some plastics and soften them [19]. 

Non-paraffines 

Esters, fatty acids; alcohols and glycols can be used as an organic latent heat storage medium. These materials must be 

conditioned as they are flammable and should not be exposed to oxidizing agents. Their characteristics are quite 

different from one substance to another, unlike paraffin. Table IV. lists some of these organic substances that can be 

used as PCMs. Feldman [11] has published work on PCMs obtained by esterification of stearic and palmitic acid for 

melting points between 17°C and 34°C and latent heat between 140 and 190 J/g) [11]. 

Table 4. Properties of some non-paraffin organic substances 

 Meeting point (°C) Density (kg/m
3
) Latent heat (J/g) 

Formic acid 7, 8 1226, 7 (at 15°C) 247 

Acetic Acid 16, 7 1050 (at20°C) 187 

Glycerin 17, 9 1260 (at 20°C) 198, 7 
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Lithium chloride ethanolate 21 N.A. 188 

Polyethene glycol 600 20-25 1100 (at 20°C 146 

D-Lactic Acid 26 1249 (at 20°C 184 

1-3 Methyl pentacosane 29 N.A. 197 

Camphenilone 39 N.A. 205 

It should be noted that the temperature range of paraffin (-10 to 150 °C) does not cover the spectrum of the fatal heat 

recovery application. The extension of the PCMs range to non-paraffinic compounds makes it possible to cover the 

temperature ranges more widely and to choose PCMs with a wide variety of properties. Two major groups can be 

identified: fatty acids presented below. 

Fatty acids 

Fatty acids are characterized by the chemical formula CH3(CH2)2nCOOH and have about the same thermophysical 

properties as paraffin. The interest of using these acids as PCM is to cover a temperature range from 40 to 150 °C 

depending on the length of the carbon chain. The most well known fatty acids for use as PCMs are stearic acid 

(Tmelting = 57.5 °C), sebacic acid (Tmelting = 132 °C), palmitic acid (Tmelting = 61-63 °C) and myristic acid 

(Tmelting = 51.5-53.6 °C) [20]. Table V shows some melting point and latent heat values for a selection of fatty acids. 

Fatty acids have a latent melting heat of the same order as that of paraffin, or even slightly lower, and a similar behavior 

during the phase transition, with no or very little super cooled heat and a volume variation of the same order of 

magnitude. Furthermore, the higher the number of carbons in the carbon chain, the higher the melting temperature, the 

greater the latent melting heat and the higher is the degree of crystallization [14]. The possibility of obtaining eutectic 

mixtures of fatty acids has made it possible to widen the temperature range of the materials and thus, the range of 

applications [21]. Fatty acids are quickly produced from vegetable and animal oils. Therefore, they assure a bio-sourced 

supply. 

Many authors note a problem with the stability of fatty acids above the melting point [22]. However, this degradation 

may be due to the vaporization of the product when it is in liquid form and not to a real deterioration of the product. 

Table 5. Properties of some fatty acids 

 Meeting point (°C) Density (kg/m
3
) Latent heat (J/g) 

Oleic Acid 13,5-16,3 863(at 60°C) N.A. 

Isopropyl stearate 14-19 N.A. 140-142 

Butyl stearate 19 N.A. 140 

Dimethyl sebacate 21 N.A. 120-135 

Vinyl stearate 27-29 N.A. 122 

Methyl palmitate 29 N.A. 205 

Capric Acid 32 878(at 45°C) 152,7 

Inorganic PCMs 

Inorganic PCMs cover a wide temperature range. Although they contain similar latent heat per unit mass as organic 

PCMs, their high density and high latent heat capacity per unit volume are due to their high density. In this category, we 

site Salt hydrates. They are characterized by the high melting heat per unit volume, high thermal conductivity (about 

twice that of organic paraffin), low volume variation during phase change of about 10% V, excellent compatibility with 

plastics, some toxicity, some corrosiveness, and variable cost. 

Hydrated salts 

Salt hydrates are inorganic salts that contain water and whose general formula is AB.nH2O. During charging, 

dehydration of the salt takes place. The product of this dehydration can be a salt hydrate with fewer water molecules 

according to the formula: 

AB. nH2O AB. mH2O+(n-m) H2O (4) 
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The most widely used hydrated salt due to its low cost is CaCl2.6H2O (Tfusion = 28-30 °C). We can also mention 

Mn(NO3)2.6H2O for air conditioning applications, and a new material obtained from Al2(SO4)3.18H20 used with 

additives for industrial applications around 100°C. Bischofite can also be cited as an example of a mixture of salt 

hydrates composed of 95 wt.% MgCl2.6H2O and 5 wt.% KMgCl3.6H2O, Li2SO4.H2O and other ionic salts such as 

NaCl and KCl and having a melting temperature around 98.9°C [23]. Table VI. lists some of the hydrated salts reported 

in the literature. 

Salt hydrates are suitable for use in thermal storage because they have high latent heat (≈ 100-300 kJ/kg), a melting 

temperature suitable for low-temperature applications (≈ 8-100 °C) and are mostly competitive in terms of cost and 

profitability [14]. Indeed, they are already marketed for use as storage materials and available in large volumes. Also, 

they have a higher thermal conductivity than paraffin (about 0.5 W/m.K) [24]. 

The main problem with the use of salt hydrates is their non-congruent melting, which means that the salt is not fully 

soluble in the water of hydration at the melting point. Thus, at the melting time, a saturated aqueous salt solution can 

form, and the excess solids can settle to the bottom of the container due to its difference in density, which prevents 

further solidification [25]. Different solutions have been proposed, such as mechanical stirring, encapsulation of the 

PCM, use of excess water to avoid solution saturation or addition of additives [41]. Another disadvantage of salt 

hydrates is super cooling. To solve this problem, a nucleating agent can be added to provide a nucleus where 

crystallization can begin. Another option is the retention in a small cold region of crystals that will serve as nuclei [24]. 

Some salt hydrates may show corrosion problems of the storage systems metallic structures as presented by Cabeza et 

al. [26]. 

Table 6. Properties of selected hydrated salts 

 Meeting point (°C) Density (kg/m
3
) Latent heat (J/g) 

LiClO3.3H2O 8 N.A 253 

NH4Cl.Na2SO4.10H2O 11 N.A 163 

K2HO4.6H2O 14 N.A 108 

NaCl.Na2SO4.10H2O 18 N.A 286 

KF.4H2O 18 N.A 330 

K2HO4.4H2O 18,5 1447(at 20°C) 231 

Mn(NO3)2.6H2O 25 1738(at 20°C) 148 

LiBO2.8H2O 25,7 N.A 289 

FeBr3.6H2O 27 N.A 105 

 
Eutectics 

 

Eutectic PCMs are mixtures of two or more substances that behave like a pure body, i.e. they have a unique temperature 

of state change. In general, eutectics are mixtures of organic and inorganic PCMs. Some of the eutectics under 

consideration are listed in A. Sharma et al. [16] or F. Roget et al. [27]. These include nitrate eutectics such as LiNO3-

NH4NO3-NaNO3 with a mass composition of 25%-65%-10% (Tmelting = 80.5 °C) or organic eutectics such as 

CH3CONH2-C17H35COOH with a mass composition of 50%-50% (Tmelting = 65 °C), salt hydrate eutectics such as 

the isomassic mixture Mg(NO3)3. 6H2O-MgCl2.6H2O (Tmelting = 59.1 °C) [16] and finally polyol eutectics such as 

the mixture of 25 mol% erythritol and 75% xylitol, (Tmelting = 85 °C) [28-29]. Sari et al. [30] determined the thermal 

properties of different fatty acid eutectics by DSC. The results show that the lauric acid-stearic acid, myristic acid-

palmitic acid and palmitic acid-stearic acid eutectics are very attractive for heat storage in passive solar heating systems. 

 

Criteria for selecting a good PCM 

 

Selecting a PCM requires asking the right questions about the application and implementation of the future storage 

system. A reflection and analysis around the desired storage density, charge and discharge powers but also economic 

and environmental criteria are to be undertaken to select the best PCM. Several methods have been proposed by 

different authors to choose the best material for a specific application [16,31]. However, there is no preferred method. 

In this section, therefore, the ideal properties are presented for guidance and classified into four categories: thermo 

physical, kinetic-chemical, economic and mechanical properties. 
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Thermophysical properties 

There are a large number of materials that can be identified as PCMs, both in terms of melting temperature and latent 

heat. The ideal thermal properties are as follows [16;31]:  

 The melting/solidification point is within the operating range of the process.  

 PCM has a high latent melting heat so that a small amount of material stores a large amount of energy. This value is 

essential to obtain a high storage energy density expressed in J/m3 (kWh/m3) or J/kg (kWh/kg).  

 A high heat capacity provides an additional sensible heat storage effect - PCM has high thermal conductivity so that 

the temperature gradient between the heat transfer medium and the melting temperature is low. This value is 

decisive for the power exchanged in the storage system both in load and discharge. However, for most PCMs, the 

thermal conductivity value does not exceed 0.5 W/(m.K) ,the ideal physical properties are as follows [31;16]:  

 The density of the PCM is high, so that the energy density is increased, which makes it possible to reduce storage 

volumes. 

 The expansion volume during a phase change is low to limit overpressures and the risk of leakage in the tank. The 

expansion volume is often in the order of 10% for PCMs. However, this volume can be favorable for heat transfer, 

especially at load. 

 The saturation vapor pressure must be low to limit the risks of vaporization. Indeed, if the saturating vapor pressure 

is too high, an overpressure gaseous sky should be set up in the storage tank to avoid loss of the product by 

vaporization.  

 The product has a congruent melting/solidification: the different phases have a favorable equilibrium and do not 

separate as the cycle’s progress; this point is sensitive. 

Kinetic and chemical properties 

The ideal kinetic properties are [16;31] :  

 The material does not exhibit super cooling so that the stored heat can be released at the same temperature as the 

storage temperature. Super cooling is the ability of the PCM to drop below the crystallization point while remaining 

in liquid form. It is a metastable state that is broken either by an external disturbance (shock, impurity) or by 

lowering the temperature to the nucleation point, i.e. when the first solid germ appears. Thus, if this super cooling is 

significant enough, the heat is restored at a lower temperature than the storage temperature. It has been noted in the 

literature that a degree of supercooling of 5-10°C can even prevent discharge from the storage system [16]. 

 Furthermore, the crystallization rate is decisive for the performance of the storage system. If the product takes a long 

time to crystallize, it will return its heat very slowly and limit the power exchanged with the heat transfer medium. 

The ideal chemical properties are as follows [16;31]:  

 Long-term chemical stability allows the cycling of PCMs without chemical degradation of the material. For a 

storage system, "cycling" refers to the succession of charges and discharges.  

 PCM is not toxic, explosive or environmentally hazardous. 

 Its corrosion potential is low, and it is compatible with the materials used in the construction of the exchanger (steel, 

stainless steel, copper, aluminium etc...) as well as with the heat transfer fluid (steam, water, thermal oil etc...). 

Other properties 

The PCM may have ideal thermo physical and chemical characteristics; it must also have interesting economic 

characteristics to compete with storage sensitive in the industry. The ideal economic characteristics are [31;16]: 

 The cost of the PCM is low. 

 It is available and abundant. 

 Its manufacturing cost is lower and does not impact the environment. Ideally, PCM comes from a bio-sourced 

process and is a co-product of a production unit. As yet unrealized. 

THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE BY USING LATENT HEAT STORAGE PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL 

 

The operating principle of LHS latent heat systems is based on absorption or the latent heat release during the phase 

transformation from solid to liquid or vice versa. The latent heat storage capacity is obtained through a solid-solid, 

solid-liquid, gas-solid, and liquid-gas phase transformation based on the phase transformation process. There are several 

options with distinct advantages and disadvantages. The solid-liquid phase change by melting and solidification can 

store large amounts of heat if an appropriate material has been selected. During melting, while heat is transferred to the 
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storage material, the material keeps its temperature constant at the melting temperature, also called phase change 

temperature. If the fusion is complete, another heat transfer again results in significant heat storage. The heat supplied 

during melting is therefore called latent heat. In the following, we discuss some Reviews of different relevant works on 

thermal energy storage systems. 

Hongois, Stéphanie [5]: The thesis work aims to develop a thermo chemical heat storage system dedicated to the solar 

heating of a single house. For this purpose, a specific storage material has been established, based on zeolite and 

magnesium sulfate. The principle based on a mixed phenomenon of physical adsorption of water vapor and chemical 

reaction of hydration. In summer, the heat from solar thermal air collectors is stored by the material, which dehydrates 

according to an endothermic reaction; in winter, the exothermicity of the reverse reaction is exploited to heat the 

habitat. At the end of this study, the representation of the equilibrium and the sorption kinetics appear as the pillars of 

the problem representation. 

Gatellier, Baptiste[33]:This work aims to study the thermal storage system's performance in a material with high 

thermal inertia responding to the heating requirement of a home and to see the parameters which influence these 

performances. This system's singularity lies in a thickness of material with high thermal inertia (such as sand, concrete, 

or brick) surrounding the water tank and making it possible to increase the storage capacity and to phase the storage of 

the destocking. 

Soupart-Caron [34]: Their work concerns the understanding of transfer mechanisms and the development of a heat 

storage system for the application of industrial waste heat recovery. The study showed the advantage of using Phase 

Change Materials compared to other heat storage systems, particularly by their high energy density and the possibility 

of returning heat at a constant temperature. However, their low thermal conductivity leads to the development of 

technologies aimed at improving the heat transfer within these materials. The various solutions proposed in the 

literature have been synthesized. One of the techniques consists in improving the conductive transfer in the PCM by 

increasing the transfer surfaces. 

Verdier-Gorcias [35]: The objective of his research work carried out is the thermal protection of a metallic solar 

absorber module, which undergoes the natural fluctuations of the concentrated solar radiation. This work is part of the 

Pegasus project, aiming to design a high-efficiency tower electro-solar power plant, in which 30% of the solar energy 

collected is converted into electricity. The project is based on Hybrid Solar Gas Turbine technology. The conversion is 

carried out according to a Brayton thermodynamic cycle. Air at 8 bar pressure is heated to 750 ° C using solar energy 

concentrated on the solar receiver, then up to 1000 ° C in the combustion chamber. The hot air is then injected into an 

expansion turbine, which drives an alternator and generates electricity. The design, manufacture, and operation of the 

solar receiver are technological challenges of the project. Its design is based on a modular approach. The modules are 

distributed over two floors. The firstone, in the center, experiences higher solar fluxes than the second one, on the 

outskirts. A 1st stage module is mounted in series with a 2nd stage module. Each module is composed of a copper core, 

coated with a protective layer of inconel, and traversed by inconel ducts for air circulation. 

Foudhil [36]: this work made it possible to treat the energy storage problem by latent heat with a phase change material 

which is sodium nitrate in a spherical enclosure, in order to exploit the influence of Grashof number and Stefan number 

on the fusion process, the impact of the external wall and the initial temperatures, thus the effect of the injection of nano 

particles in the PCM. 

Fatiha Sahnoun [37], her work consists of monitoring, over several years, the performance of a collective solar hot 

water production installation using the remote monitoring technique. The installation is equipped with a remote-control 

unit and various temperature sensors to monitor operation and performance. In the light of the results obtained, the 

remote monitoring system set up made it possible to access monitoring of the actual process of the collective solar hot 

water installation. However, successful remote control depends on proper regulation, a good choice of measurement 

probes, and an adequate selection of their location. The data obtained also show that for the southern Mediterranean 

climatic conditions, the system can operate for several years with very high performance. The measured energy 

efficiency is often higher than the calculated values or the guaranteed threshold. As a result, manufacturers can 

guarantee the performance of their products. Remote monitoring is, therefore, an essential tool in the effective 

implementation of guaranteed solar performance. 

Talal Salem [38]: The study carried out on three types of thermal sensors has two objectives: on the one hand, to 

conduct a prospective analysis intended to identify avenues of innovation in the architectural integration of active solar 

thermal systems, and to on the other hand, to develop a digital tool which makes it possible to calculate the energy 

performance of integrated solar equipment and the impact of integration on the interior atmosphere of the building. The 
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problem of the architectural integration of active solar thermal components in the building made it possible to note that 

the architectural quality and the quality of the product design are primordial factors in the success of the integration, 

that the solar component must be able to be a building component in the same way as others, and that it is essential to 

find a good compromise between the technical installation (feasibility and productivity) of the solar systems and their 

architectural integration. 

The analysis of the measurement data collected made it possible to know the performance of the installation and each of 

the prototype sensors. The three sensors tested provided excellent performance. The sensor with the lowest absorptivity 

(green absorber) showed smaller performances than the two others, but the latter remains correct. Measurements 

concerning product safety have been carried out and have shown that the surface temperature behind the gray sensor 

remains acceptable for users. These results confirmed this integration proposal's interest, knowing that these integrated 

and colored sensors also make it possible to collect solar energy with a minimal additional cost. The use of dark color 

absorbers (pine green and black gray) has proven to be quite conceivable and should allow architects to be given more 

choice, even if it is still limited and new products. 

Julien BORDERON [39]: The work will consist in analyzing the performance of integrating PCM as a solution for 

buildings to be rehabilitated and providing answers to questions: Can we use them to incorporate into existing buildings 

having high ceilings? PCM Potential do have to meet the cooling needs of different French summer climates and better 

understand the heat transfers between circulating fluid and PCM. The results, obtained with materials placed behind the 

interior facing, without any particular activation, encourage us to continue on the path of integration, taking advantage 

of the lessons that have flowed from it: acting on the choice and the nature of the PCM  to be used. Implemented, 

increase their efficiency using forced ventilation, which improves regeneration and reduces hysteresis problems. 

Youcef Oussama [40]: In this work, a numerical study of the effects of PCM integration in conventional building 

materials was presented. A proposal for a hollow brick wall, often used in building construction, is loaded with PCM 

and analyzed numerically for thermo-physical and energy properties. This study is presented in four stages: The first is 

devoted to the calculation of thermo-physical properties and the estimation of the amount of energy stored by a hollow 

brick filled with an PCM. The results clearly showed the improvement in the inertia of the proposed brick, namely a 

decrease in the interior surface temperature and an increase in the stored thermal energy compared to the reference case 

(without PCM). The application of PCM in the building sector promotes latent heat storage technology for additional 

energy savings. 

Bekkouche Sidi Mohammed El Amine [41] The purpose of this study is to highlight the value of solar energy use and 

the efficiency of the collectors. Solar collectors with vacuum tubes are the most expensive on the market, but it is the 

most efficient technology to produce boiling water or to be used in a very cold climate, all year round. Analysis of the 

results shows that the installations studied can help develop the various applications of solar energy, such as absorption 

cycles and heating of domestic water. 

Nehari Taieb [42]: the work consists of trying to maintain the temperature of the photovoltaic panel (PV) at an adequate 

temperature for electrical production at acceptable yields by incorporating a solid-liquid phase change material (PCM) 

and internal fins. The "RT25 'PCM changes phase at 25 ° C, PV characterization temperature. In this sense, we studied 

numerically the behavior of passive cooling and the melting performance using internal fins of different lengths in a 

rectangular encapsulation besides by varying the orientation of the photovoltaic panel as if we were tracking the sun 

throughout the day. The commercial CFD software (Fluent 6.3) was used to solve the mass conservation equations of 

movement and energy. 

Benmoussa et al. [43]. In their study, a comparison was developed which aims at a numerical study of a thermal storage 

unit performances by latent heat LHS under the effect of several physical parameters, such as speed and temperature of 

entry of the HTF fluid and geometric parameters, such as the diameter of the storage pipe over the melting process time, 

the thermal storage rate and the melting fraction of the PCM. The physical model consists of two concentric cylinders, 

the outer cylinder contains the PCM, and the fluid coolant (water) circulates in the inner cylinder in laminar mode. The 

material used is n-octadecane. 

The results show from the physical and geometric parameters studied that the inlet temperature of the HTF heat transfer 

fluid has the most significant effect on the thermal transfer rate of the LHS thermal storage unit, particularly in regards 

to the evolution of the fusion time. For an increase in the HTF inlet temperature from 302.7 K to 325.7 K, the melting 

time reduced to 92%. The second factor that has a significant influence on the melting process is the rate of entry of the 

heat transfer fluid. When the input speed increases from 0.01 m / s to 0.6 m / s, the melting time reduces to 32%. The 

effect of the geometry (radius of the tube) on this storage unit on the melting process is remarkable. The increase in the 
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tube's radius made it possible to have a long melting time compared to the previous ones. With an increase in the 

internal tube radius from 0.00635 m to 0.05 m, the melting time increases to 49%. 

DISCUSSION 

In this bibliographic study, the different thermal storage types were presented and compared; the sensitive, latent and 

thermo mechanical heat storage. The latent system is preferred for its compactness due to its high energy density, the 

possibility of restoring heat at a constant temperature, and storing a quantity of heat, the stored energy depending solely 

on the enthalpy of change of state. Still, few latent storage systems are developed for the storage of heat in domestic 

water heating systems. However, this type of storage with introduction of PCMs is widely used in the building industry, 

in this case, in the heating of buildings, by the insertion of PCMs in walls and partitions. This introduction of PCMs in 

latent heat storage can significantly increase energy efficiency. 

The various water heater systems have also been presented, describing them briefly. These are flat collectors, vacuum 

tube collectors, and individual collectors such as cylindrical and self-storing; it gives a brief overview of thermo siphon 

sensors. Then, the different categories of PCM and some examples for each was detailed. It was noted that no PCM has 

the ideal characteristics for a given application and that the selection of a good PCM lies mainly in its ability to meet a 

specific need at low cost and low environmental impact. Besides, the low thermal conductivity of all PCMs led to the 

presentation of the various techniques for improving the thermal transfer in latent storage tanks. Lastly, studies and 

works on storage, thermal by latent heat, by the introduction of Phase Change Materials, most of these studies focused 

on integrating PCMs in the building and improving thermal efficiency, as indicated above. These studies have also 

focused on enhancing PCM's properties, in this case, their low thermal conductivity, by mixing different PCMs or 

adding conductive materials such as copper. 

CONCLUSION 

This bibliographical research has enabled us to understand the different modes of heat storage: by sensible, latent and 

thermo chemical heat. We were able to better understand these modes through a comparison, according to their 

characteristics. In our storage system, the thermo chemical method is ruled out because it is difficult to use. It remains 

to consider only the comparison of the two modes, namely storage by sensible and latent heat. 

This bibliographical study also allowed us to identify the different heat storage systems for solar water heaters. This 

storage is done exclusively by sensible heat. We did not find enough studies concerning latent storage in solar water 

heaters. Nevertheless, the systems described in this study directed us towards the imagination of a water heater 

integrating the PCM, we imagined three possible solutions: insertion, in a plane collector of the cylinders containing a 

PCM which will be crossed by the water tube, use of vacuum tube collectors, thermo siphon, by introducing a PCM, in 

the vacuum between the inner tube and the outer tube or the self-storage collector, filling the storage tank with a PCM 

in the form of a capsule. 

After the study of each solution, we will decide which solution we will consider for its design and realization within the 

scope of our work. 
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